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Abstract 

The basic principle of lt’akt Fzeld Tkansformatzon is to use 
imploding electromagnetic waves generated by high den- 
sity electron bunches for accelerat,ing a second pulse of par- 
ticles. The fundamental mechanism will be reviewed. One 
of the simplest structures for a IVaEc Fzeld Transformer is 
the cylindrical pill-box excited by a hollow beam. A Proof 
~j P~znc~pl~ experiment has been set up at. DESY by a 
group of scientists with collaborators from C’hina, Japan 
and the USA. The layout of the experiment is presented 
together with a status report. In a Stage-1 experiment 
several bunches. each of 50 to 1OOnC charge, have been 

producad and accelerated to an energy of G..5MeV and 
bunched down to a length of 1 cm With a central wit- 
ness beam. a gradient of 8 MeV/m has been measured in 
a short Ii.oht- F?eld Translormer using six consecutive hol- 
tow bunches in one pulse. In a most recent experiment 
thr high energy buncher has been investigated where the 
bunches have bren bunched down to a length of 4mm. 

Introduction 

As the principle of the wake field acceleration mechanism 
has been describrd in detail in other papers [I], we will only 
recall the basic points of interest. The idea originated from 
the observation that wake fields in existing accelerat.ors can 
produce enormously strong decelerating wake potentials. 
However. the wake potential for particles at the far tail 
is positive (acceleration). But, the maximum accelerating 
potential behind the bunch cannot exceed twice the max- 
imum drcelerating potential insida, which is the case for 
short and longitudinally symmetric bunches. Conditional 
on conservation of energy the charge in the following bunch 
must be much smaller than the onr in the driving bunch. 
Both conditions together result an accelerator using this 
method is not very economical to build. 

The situation is significantly improved nsing the mech- 

anisnl of II’ukc Field Tj~nsfor matzon. Both a high charge 
driving bran1 of 1 TIC’, say, and a central low charge driven 
bcanl of 0.01 /(C’ traverse. at different locations. a special 
kind oflnulti cell cavity which we call a M’ak,e Fzeld Trans- 
f07‘rn~~. In this transformer thr driving beam excites wake 
fields that lciad to it5 deceleration. By properly shaping 
the transformer geometry. the driving beam excites a wavp 
packet 1 hat is subsrc~ut~ntly spatially focused. Thus. thrrt 
is an increase in field strength proportional to the inverst 
square root of th(, vc~tu~ne containing the wakr fields. A 

second pul>c of particlei, entering the transformer focal 
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line with proper delay, traverses this concrntrated wake 
field and experiences an acceleration which is much greater 
than the deceleration of the driving beam. We call the ra- 
tio of acceleration to deceleration its transformation ratto. 

The simplest transformer geometry is the circular symmet- 
ric hollow beam transformer. Values for the transforma- 
tion ratio of around 10 are expected for a prototype of this 
transformer. Thus, one could accelerate a bunch of elec- 
trons to 1 TeV using the wake fields of a 100 GeV driving 
beam and according to our calculations the accelerating 
gradient will exceed 100 MeV pc~ meter. 

This scheme is considered to be a candidate for the next 
TeV electron-positron collider. It could be built within a 
total length of about 10 km if the predicted gradients can 
be reached. 

An experiment with a hollow beam It’ake Fzeld Trans- 

former has been set up at DESY. 

1 Experimental Set Up 

In order to study the problems associated with the Wake 

Field Transfomer concept wp have assembled an experi- 
ment [2] using a complete linac for generation of the driv- 
ing beam. We chose a cylindrically symmetric transformer 
since it should provide high transformation ratios and since 
it was the only one that could properly be analyzed when 
first proposed in the year 1982. 

The driving hollow brain has a diameter of 10 cm. ‘Il:hen 
extracted from the gun the charge should be 1 pc’ over a 
pulse length of 1 ns. Thus, x’c need 1 kA electron current. 
The design peak value of the pulsed cathode voltage is 
150 kV. The beam is accelerated to about 8 MeV and com- 
pressed before entering the Il’akc Field Transformer. The 
overall layout of the rxperiment is shown in Fig. 1. The 
hollow beam gun, the measurements of the hollow beam 
and the computer simulations are presented as separate 
contributions to this conference. 

High Energy Buncher. The accelerating gradient in a 
Il’aXc Field Transformer is inversely proportional to the 

squarr of the driving bunch length. Thus, a short bunch is 

very important. The final longitudinal compression of the 
hollow beam is achieved in an antisolenoid. The total effect 
on the beam of the longitudinal field and the radial end 
firlds is to cause the ring to rotate around its symmetry 
axis. As some of the particle energy is now in thr circular 
motion, the longitudinal velocity decreases. Thr phase oi 
th? fourth cavity is adjusted such that the earlier particles 
arc accelerated less than the latrr ones. Thus the ring 
can bc bunched even at higher energies. where classiral 
bunching mechanisms fail. 



Cerenkov Tnonitor at the end of the accelerating cavittes. 

At the end of the antisolenoid, the rotation is stopped 
by another inversion of the solenoid field. 

Wake Field Transformer. The central part of the whole 
experiment is the Il.akc Field Transformer. An electron 
ring of 10 cm diamet.er, 2 mm minor radius, at an energy 
high enough for it to be relativistic and of total charge 
1 ,rC’ excites wake fields Rhile traversing the transformer 
through the slot near the outer diameter. The generated 
wave packet first runs radially towards the outer bound- 
ary, is reflected there with reversed sign and subsequently 
travels towards the cent,er. As the total volume containing 
the electromagnetic energy is thereby reduced. the field 
strength is increased inversely proportional to the square 
root of the volume containing the wake fields. Thus, when 
the wave has reached the ccntre, the accelerating field at 
this location can be 10 to 20 times higher than the de- 
celerating field sren by the particles in the driving hollow 
bunch. Just to give some idea of the strength of these 
fields, tltr wake potentials in the above mentioned device 
produce an accelerating gradient of 15’i fileV,/m. 

Stage-l Experiment. In ordar to investigatr strp b:, 
step thr prohl?ms concerned with hollow beam dynam- 
ics. WC initially omittrtl 111~ high enrrgv buncher and srt 
up a Stage-f experiment to get a first proof of the IP’uX~C 
Flcld Transformation concept. The layout of this exper- 
iment is showu in Fig. 2. W;e are using a transformer 
which is optimized for the hollow beam size bunched by 
the linac. For several reasons the test beam was nonrel- 
ativistic. Thus, only a short transformer could be used: 
Slow particles arr not able to stay in plias? with the wake 
field pulse running at thr spcrd of light. The optimum 

transformer consists in this case of two crlls. The energy 
of the electrons accelerated by the excited wake fields is 
measured by a decelerating grid method. From the differ- 
ence between the grid voltage and thr test gun voltage, we 
can determine the energy rise in the transformer. 

2 Experimental Results 

In the Stage-1 experiment we were able to generate a cur- 
rent pulse with a length of 2.5 cm. The corresponding gun 
current was 55 A at a cathode voltage of 85 kV. From these 
values we can calculate a bunched peak current in excess of 
600A under the assumption that the capture efficiency of 
the drive linac is 50 %. The hollow beam consists of a train 
ofsix consecutive electron bunches separated by the rf with 
a wavelength of 60cm. Wake fields excited in the trans- 
former travel continuously back and forth radially with a 
reversal in sign after each reflection at the outmost radial 
boundary. The travel time for a wake field pulse in the 
transformer used in this experiment was exactly one fourth 
of the period of the linac frequency. Thus subsequent ring 
pulses general? a wake fields which add constructively. For 
the field at the center, there is no difference between six 
pulsfs and on<’ pulse with six times tlir charge 

Tlrf beam radius could br adjusted by means of addi- 
tional power supplies hooked onto the three last solenoids. 
The beam penetrated through the transformer without sig- 
nificant loss in intensity. 

\\‘e rau the linac with the above mentioned beam pa- 
rameters and il?jected the witness beam into the trans- 
former. First. wc switched off thp central beam in order 
to see the background due to secondary photons produced 
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Figure 1: Overall layout of the Wake Field Transformer experiment at DESY. 

Shown from left to rtght: The Infrared light beam produced by a Q-suvtched (l’d- I’ag laser (peak power > 100 MM’) ts 

focused onto a rtng shaped tantalum cathode. The emitted thermionzc- and photoelectrons art eztracted by a troltage of 

about 100 kV and gurded by solenoid fields of 0.2T into the lznac. Fzrst, the hollow beam is compressed longitudinally in 

a prebuncher. Then. foul 3-cell car:tties (500 MHz) accelerate it to 8 MeV. A pulsed klystron (peak power 1 MW) feeds 

the cavtties. In the anttsolenotd further longitudtnal compression is achieved. Then, the ring 2s radtally compressed 

by lncreastng solenoid fields. Finally, thf electron ring enters the actual Wake Fzeld Transformer consisting of 80 

cylindrical cells arranged m serzes. The energy of the central witness beam passing through thts transformer on azis ts 

analyzed tn a spectrometer adjacent to the transfortner. Several beam monifors hazre been set up to monitor the hollout 

beam: A screen monitor and a gap monitor are mounted in the driftspace of the prebuncher, a gap monttor and a 
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Figure 2: Overall layout of the Stage-l Wuke Field Transformer experiment at, DEW. 

ill the end of the lznac a stage-1 ezperimenl zs m.ounted. After leavmg the last cavity, the hollow beam ES monitored Ey 
a combined &erenkor and gap monitor. Then the hollow beam traverses around a lead block u&h a zinc sulfide which IS 

used for, shielding the ezperzment against paraszlfc electrons and for monitoring the adjustment of the hollow beam. The 

test beam zs created hy a field emjsslon gun. The hollow beam ezcites Ihe eleclromagnetic waves in a short Wake F’teld 

Transformer cons?sllng of luo cells. The separat7on of the plates is 1 ~171 and the thickness 2 tnm. H’hile these uakc 

fields propagate to the center, Ihe field strength increases wharc they modulatr Ihe tesl beam electrons. The electrons 
wzth an energy hfgher than Ihc decelerating grid l,oltage can pass Ihe grid and ercile tlrsiblc Irght on a fluorescent scrt’err. 

Thts light IS detectrd hy a photomultiplzer. 

by the particles of the driving hollow beam. Then we 
switched on the witness beam and slowly increased the 
stopplng voltage on the grid (see Fig. 2) behind the trans- 
former. At a voltage of 70 kV we were limited by voltage 
break down but could not yet see any significant decrease 
of the clear signal from the witness beam particles, see 
Fig. 3. This acceleration of 50 keV over 2.4 cm, which is 
the length of the transformer including two of the three 
disks, yields a gradient of 2 MeV/m for 20 keV particles. 
It is relatively straightforward to calculate by means of 
computer simulation that relativistic particles would be 
accelerated by these fields at, a rate of 8 Me\‘/m. 

ln a most recent experiment we investigated the ad- 
ditional longitudinal cotnpressioll. Ilp to now the driv- 
ing hollow beam has been bunched down to a length of 
o = 4 mm by the high energy buncher. 

Figure 3: Phot onmlt iplier signal of light produced by 

electrons traversing tile final potential barrier. 

up. Racl,gwt(rrd signal drrc to secondary photons 

Down. S’lgnal f7,om accclf-rated particles 

Summary 

The first experimental proof of the new acceleration mech- 
anism of Wake Field Transformation has been contpleted 
at DESY. The experiment has shown that this scheme is 
technically feasible. 

A number of effects concerned with the unusual beam 
dynamics of high density, hollow bunched beams were 
studied. The charge densities achieved in this first, not 
at all optitniaed. experiment are around l/10 of the orig- 
inal design values. Means to improve this situation are 
under investigation. As a first step we increased the peak 
intensity by a factor of two to three by using the high en- 
ergy buncher. By that we expect an increase of the wake 
fields even by a factor of about, five. A proof of the higher 
gradient with a longer transformer section will start soon. 

A multi pulse option called the Resonanl Wake Fzeld 

Transformer Concept is represented by a companion paper 
in these proceedings. 
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